
This week is #mentalhealthawarenessweek I recently listened to an         
interview with Rev Will Van De Hart, Pastoral Chaplain at Holy Trinity 
Brompton (home of Alpha) and one director of The Mind and Soul         
Foundation (www.mindandsoulfoundation.org), an organisation that seeks 
to help people meet with God and recover from emotional distress.                     
Having recently become a Youth Mental Health First Aider at work, a few 
things he said really struck a chord with me that might be useful to share 
with you (I am paraphrasing from my own notes): 

1) We need a greater level of self-compassion. Often we can be hardest on ourselves and 
now is not the time to beat ourselves up for all of the ways we may be struggling. This will 
be different for each of us, but remember we are all just doing our best.   

2) We are all in trauma, and trauma is not comparable. We may all be in the same storm 
right now, but our boats look very different. We are feeling loss and grief and isolation in 
individual ways. Although the old adage “someone is always worse off than you” may be 
true, it doesn't really help. Recognising that it is hard for everyone in different degrees 
and situations may be more helpful.   

3) We are all experiencing adrenaline fatigue. We have an in-built ‘Fight or Flight’          
mechanism to help protect us and respond to threats appropriately, usually this is a short-
term burst of adrenaline and cortisol. Currently many of us are living in a permanent state 
of low-level anxious arousal which is very fatiguing. Don’t be surprised by being more 
tired than normal, and allow yourself rest.  
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One of the things I enjoy most about faith is finding newness in the 
familiar. Jesus’ teaching on prayer aka “The Lord’s prayer” (Matt 6, 
Luke 11) has got to be one of the most familiar parts of scripture in secular society. Some of 
us will have gone to schools where it was recited in daily assemblies, even if we were not 
brought up in church. The danger with seemingly knowing something so well, is that we can 
miss so much. We can become dull to it, recite it automatically without letting it change our 
hearts. Will you join with me, wherever you are on your faith journey in asking Jesus through 
this new sermon series, “Lord teach us to pray”….. 

• When is your carved out time to pray? 

• Tell God some of the challenges or barriers you have to prayer.  

God Bless,  

Hannah (Hannah.jef@hotmail.com) 

Midweek Matters 
Take your everyday, ordinary life- your sleeping, eating, going-to-work, and    

walking-around life and place it before God as an offering.” Romans 12:1 MSG 

Issue 8 

“Lord, teach us 

to pray” 

Luke 11:1 
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